This special issue
We selected four articles based on the content and quality of the original BTW 2002 papers, the discussion arising during the presentations, and the audience votes. The authors have updated the articles since their presentation at BTW 2002. In some cases, the work described might still be incomplete, and the solution not 100% proven. However, this is the nature of papers presented at a workshop, as opposed to those presented at a conference.
The first article, by Erik Jan Marinissen et al. (Philips Research Laboratories), addresses the problem of ground bounce on a board containing boundary scan devices compliant with IEEE Std. 1149.1, when all devices are in full external-test mode. Ground bounce is the phenomenon of shifting power and ground voltage levels that arises when too many transistors switch state simultaneously. In board-level boundary scan for interconnect tests based on using the EXTEST instruction, ground bounce can occur if the total number of boundary scan cell transitions between consecutive interconnect tests rises above a certain limit, called the simultaneous switching output limit (SSOL). Automatic pattern generators reduce the number of SSOs to the SSOL by inserting additional bridging tests. This article explores the theoretical solution to the question of what the minimum number of additional tests to satisfy a given SSOL constraint is. The authors liken the question to the well-known traveling-salesman problem, and they present several solutions based on exploiting the various degrees of freedom in the pattern generation process for the interconnect.
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Bennetts Associates adapt to new methods such as on-board built-in self-test (BIST), in which an embedded engine performs the test program execution.
Still on the subject of complex boards, especially when physical access is extremely limited, the authors of the third article, Mahnaz Salamati and Dag Stranneby (Orebro University) propose a nonintrusive method of test. Their method centers on measuring the electromagnetic field associated with the unit under test (UUT) during various operating modes. The method compares an electromagnetic signature generated by a set of connectionless probe configurations with a prestored reference signature. The best results come from UUTs that contain RF components, because the operating frequencies are known. If the UUT is densely populated with digital devices, there is a risk of aliasing between a known-good UUT and a faulty one. The article discusses the use of filters to reduce this risk. The connectionless test method can be effective for both defect detection and location, providing a visual, spatial localization of the defect.
The early availability of IEEE-1149.1-compliant devices assisted the commercial acceptance of the original 1990 version of the IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan standard. However, limited availability of commercial compliant devices is hampering commercial acceptance of the new IEEE 1149.4 mixed-signal standard. In addition, mixed-signal designers face the difficulties of designing a proper test infrastructure that allows the application of simple test procedures with high diagnostic capabilities. In the fourth article, Uroš Kač et al. (Jozef Stefan Institute and LIRMM) discuss the experimental implementation of an IEEE-1149.4-compliant device, including some feature extensions. Their design relies on an analog boundary scan cell extension and the definition of additional instructions. These instructions can isolate some areas of the design (switching architecture) according to the type of test to be applied. The authors claim their approach is efficient because it simplifies the IEEE 1149.4 design without reducing coverage, allows high diagnostic capabilities, and supports the development and application of functional tests.
ITC panel on test coverage
During BTW 2002, Ken Parker of Agilent Technologies organized and moderated a panel with the topic, "Board test coverage: Is it broken?" Earlier in the week, Ken had presented a paper on this hot topic at ITC. The main drawback of the lack of a comprehensive metric is that test strategies tend to become very ad hoc, manual, and inaccurate. This makes it impossible to answer questions such as the following: How do I increase the defect coverage in one afternoon? What area of the board should I investigate to improve defect coverage? Can my coverage data tell me the exact location of defects on my field returns? Where is the source of a test escape?
Nevertheless, the ultimate reason for playing with coverage is to increase true board yield and the accuracy of yield prediction. In fact, yield relates to the test coverage and to the probability that a defect will occur. 2 The cost of not finding each defect as it moves through the manufacturing process is also part of the equation.
For nonassembly defects-such as crosstalk, jitter, noise, and interconnect delays-embedded test (based on BIST in the silicon) might be one possible solution, but a more structured approach involves providing strict adherence to DFT rules. DFT serves to provide physical, visual, and virtual access. The following formula provides a simple way to calculate defect coverage: Defect Coverage = (Total Available AccessAccess Constraints)/Total Available Access. 
